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The company reports this is the first time it has picked top scenic routes in the year history of the atlas. Natural
beauty was favored over manmade attractions. And the drives are relatively easy to reach from major
highways. Rand-McNally spokesman Jeff Beckman said more top scenic roads may be added to future atlases,
based on reader comments. But he doubts the list will change much because "some of these are classics.
Dashed lines, designating scenic routes, were removed from some roadways because of development. The
First American Avant-Garde" will feature more than 70 photographs, paintings, drawings and sculptures of
legendary personalities like Gertrude Stein, Ezra Pound, T. The exhibition continues through Oct. Hours are
10 a. No admission will be charged to see the museum, at 84 Pine St. It is filled with tools and other handmade
objects from pre-industrial America. More than craftspeople will demonstrate 18th- and 19th-century skills -including timber framing, pit saw, sheep shearing and open-hearth cooking. Also planned are folk music and
dancing, a quilting bee, jugglers, a Revolutionary War encampment by Northamptontowne Militia, a medicine
show and a small animal show. The festival will be held rain or shine. Free parking is at Fonthill Museum,
with free shuttle buses to the festival grounds. No admission is charged. Saturday at Landis Valley Museum in
Lancaster. Presentations about herb craft and lore will be on the museum grounds. No admission is charged for
the sale. The museum is an outdoor complex of 22 major buildings about Pennsylvania rural life. Highlights
include launching of a new wooden boat, called a New Jersey sneakbox, performances of traditional maritime
folk music and boat building. Call or
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They published their first road map for cars in (covering "New York City & Vicinity"), and their first road atlas, the "Auto
Chum," in The debut countrywide atlas featured hand.

All House races are on the ballot, with Democrats feeling optimistic about winning control of the chamber.
Read More With so much at stake, we here at CNN have identified 10 races that help explain the story of the
midterms -- and might offer hints about how things are likely to shake out on Election Night. The Early
Indicator Democratic congressional candidate Amy McGrath This Lexington-area district will be one of the
first places we see votes on Election Night and could offer an early clue at just how energized Democrats are
this year. Andy Barr a run for his money in a district President Donald Trump carried by 16 points. If
Democrats are winning in places like eastern Kentucky, then Republicans could be in for a long night on
Tuesday. Representative candidate from Virginia Two-term Rep. Four years later, Brat could find himself on
the losing end of another upset, facing a strong challenge from Abigail Spanberger, a former CIA operations
officer. She is not running as a progressive firebrand, but just as Brat rode the Tea Party wave against Cantor,
Spanberger could capitalize on the suburban backlash to the President in a traditionally Republican district.
The Trump Drag Rep. He faces a well-funded challenge from Democrat Tom Malinowski, a former State
Department official, in a district Hillary Clinton carried by a single point. Welcome to the O. Mitt Romney
won the district by 12 points, but it went for Clinton by five. A victory here by Porter, a progressive favorite
who has endorsed single-payer health care, would send a signal of how far the politics of this area have
moved. Obama twice won this southwestern Iowa district, home to the capital city of Des Moines, on his way
to capturing the Hawkeye State during both of his presidential runs. Trump carried the district by three points
as part of his nine-point victory in the state. Do voters in Iowa and other spots on the Obama-Trump map
swing back to the Democrats? This contest features a matchup between two-term GOP Rep. David Young and
Democrat Cindy Axne, a small business owner and first-time candidate. The Swanky Suburbs Rep. John
Culberson, R-Texas For Democrats, gaining the 23 seats needed to win control of the House will likely mean
flipping several upscale suburban districts with large numbers of college graduates. This once solid
Republican seat sent George H. Bush to Congress in But the changing demographics of the district -- which
became majority-minority after redistricting in -- have turned it into one of the most competitive House races
in the Lone Star State. Then Trump entered the picture. In , Trump won the suburban Atlanta district by a
single point. Karen Handel scored a four-point victory in a fiercely-contested special election against
Democrat Jon Ossoff. Now she faces a challenge from gun control activist Lucy McBath , whose son was shot
and killed in after a dispute over loud music. If Democrats are winning districts like this one in Georgia, then
the party should be in the majority come January with some room to spare. A Red State Toss-Up The Senate
story this cycle has centered on the favorable map for Republicans with 10 Democratic incumbents running in
states Trump won in -- five of them by double digits. Democrats hold a very narrow path to the majority -- one
that almost certainly closes if Sen. Claire McCaskill is unable to hold on in Missouri. The two-term Democrat
won her first race in , a strong year for the party, and benefitted from a weak opponent in Polls in the Show
Me State show the race is deadlocked. Heller initially opposed GOP proposals to dismantle Obamacare, only
to vote in favor of the so-called "skinny repeal" measure that failed in the Senate. The campaign of
Democratic Rep. Jacky Rosen has run TV ads featuring a clip of the President pressing Heller on health care
to suggest the senator bowed to political pressure when he voted for the GOP plan. For Democrats such as
Rosen who are in razor-thin races, the potency of the health care argument could be crucial to their chances.
The Teaser The race for governor in the Sunshine State is one of the marquee races of the cycle. But there are
massive implications for , with Democrats in the midst of a debate between the progressive and moderate
wings of the party. A Gillum victory in the biggest presidential battleground prize would give the progressive
wing an added jolt as the early jockeying begins in earnest.
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Modal Trigger Ohio humorist Ian Frazier once said: The just-released 95th edition, which covers all 50 US
states and Canadian provinces, is no exception. Keeping the atlas as accurate as possible year to year, in a
digital age when drivers expect their maps to give up-to-the-minute traffic updates, is no small task. Rand
McNally was founded as a printing company that worked mostly with railroads. The debut countrywide atlas
featured hand-drawn maps of all 48 states â€” Alaska and Hawaii were not yet part of the union â€” and
included only paved roads, zero miles of interstate and no index. They soon became ubiquitous with driving in
America. Rand McNally owned the mapping world in the 20th century. Nearly every automobile had one, as
did every school and gas station. Even Charles Lindbergh navigated with one in his plane. They were the first
to instigate numbered highways, because the long names were taking up too much room on their maps. It took
a few years, but the numbering system was eventually adopted by state and federal highway authorities. In the
next century, they tried to adapt to new technology, developing electronic navigation systems for long-haul
truckers and a portable dashboard tablet designed for older vehicles. The paper atlas remains their signature
item, and the company insists that business has never been better. While they declined to share exact numbers,
a spokesperson claims that sales were up 5 percent in and have been climbing steadily for years. Just 10
percent admitted to texting or emailing. And all that GPS use has resulted in some truly staggering accidents
over the years, with cars plowing into bike trails, railroad tracks and even houses. Earlier this year, a Vermont
driver steered his car into a lake on the advice of navigation app Waze. In , cars ended up in Massachusetts
lakes and Ontario ponds because drivers chose to believe GPS instead of their own eyes. Paper atlases have
their own accuracy problems. Customer feedback is something that Rand McNally takes seriously, or at least
claims to. She still remembers some of her favorites: But when they explain why they still use something as
antiquated as an atlas in a world dominated by GPS, they make a convincing case. But I also like knowing
where I am.
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Here is a quick summary of the answer I gave on air. Use this level-by-level, stage-by-stage progression to
help you accelerate your growth and build a business you can one day sell, scale, or even own passively. Just
like your goal as a parent is raising kids who can eventually stand on their ownâ€”independent and
self-supportingâ€”so your goal is to create an organization with the systems, team, and controls that allow it to
stand on its own. The traditional Level Two approach is for you the owner to work harder, to do moreâ€”to
work at the job of your business. The Level Three solution is for you to do less and get your business to do
more. Your focus at Level One is to plan your new business and get immediate market feedback to learn if
your business concept and model is economically viable. Level Two Early Stage: Making Your Business
Sustainable Focus: Securing your early clients and becoming profitable. Your ability to change and adapt,
keeping costs low and your business lean. Too many entrepreneurs get caught in the trap of making the perfect
gizmo, but never actually sell that gizmo in large enough numbers to ensure a profit. Remember, an Early
Stage Level Two business is working to generate sales, establish a market position, and become a sustainable
business. Level Two Middle Stage: Business revolves around the owner. Owner must show up each day or the
business suffers from the absence. Outside worldâ€”especially customersâ€”identify the business with only
the owner. Why do most businesses never make it past Middle Stage Level Two? Because the owners are
entrenched in the traditional way of building a business for control and active cash flow based primarily on
their personal production. Sadly, these typical Middle Stage Level Two business owners stay stuck at the
tactical level of doing the job the business requires instead of creating the time and space to step back and
build the business itself. Middle Stage Level Two requires building your core systems, controls, and scalable
solutions. This is a delicate balance between what your business needs today and what it will need tomorrow.
Your system to close sales lead conversion. These four systems â€” for finding leads, closing sales, producing
your product or service, and collecting on your receivables â€” are the four minimum requirements to have a
sustainable business. Level Two Advanced Stage: Increasing your capacity and scaling your business Key
Leverage Point: At least one or two of the five main areas of your business are managed by people other than
you. Your revenue is starting to climb. Rather than regarding the team around you as a form of leverage that
magnifies your personal reach and production, instead see them as partners in taking the business to the next
level. More important, it requires you to let go of control so your business can thrive without you. Rather than
have all roads lead back to and through you like a hub in the middle of a wheel, encourage your team to work
with each other directly. Grow their capacity to make their own decisions and take the initiative within the
company. Remember, a business dependent on its ownerâ€”youâ€”for its success becomes a prison that traps
you. Plan for your great prison escape now by building your management team. This lets you set clear
priorities, assign responsibilities, and hold each other accountable for results. To determine your desired exit
strategy and clarify your personal role Characteristics of a Typical Level Three Business: The business is run
by a competent and winning management team independent of the owner who may still fill one of the roles,
but who has a replacement groomed and ready to step in. The business runs smoothly whether the owner is
there or not over an extended period of time based on sound systems, intelligent controls, and scalable
solutions. Its clients look to the business, not the owner, to fulfill promises. Scale In the context of exiting,
scaling means that you, the business owner, firmly decide to stay actively involved in the business and grow it
magnitudes bigger. Rather, they want to grow it to the next level, which we call scaling your business. This
option gives you the greatest financial reward, but it also requires your continued commitment, often over five
or ten years or even longer after your business has reached Level Three. I hope you use this summary of the
lifecycle of a successfully scaled company to help you guide your journey to building a successful Level Three
company.
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The Rand McNally Road Atlas marks the 95th edition of America's Road Atlas! The most trusted and best-selling US
atlas on the market, this updated edition contains maps of every U.S. state and Canadian province, an overview map of
Mexico, and detailed inset maps of over cities and 20 U.S. national parks.

6: European route E05 - Wikipedia
A map to the communities in the Pokemon GO world! Find local Discord and Facebook player groups in your area.

7: Why GPS will never make the road atlas obsolete
The Silph Road's Global Nest Atlas is the largest collection of known Pokemon GO nest locations in the world, complete
with histories from travelers around the world.

8: 3 big takeaways from the Navyâ€™s new robot road map
For generations, Rand McNally has been compiling accurate, detailed maps and travel information into the ultimate road
trip accessory. Celebrating the 95th edition of America's most trusted travel companion, the Road Atlas line features fully
updated maps, mileage charts, road construction and tourism information, along with more city detail maps.

9: Light, simple Wrangler X trailer beckons you to build your own off-road adventure
The first Road Atlas was published in with annual editions rolling ever since. Updates Among this year's updates to the
Road Atlas is a return to some favorite road trips - a program that kicked.
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